Vocantas Automated Shift Callout
Shift call outs for RN, RPN, PSW and UCC happen by our automated system: Vocantas.
Find the logo on the QHC Quicklinks page
http://myqhc-intranet/

OR
Visit www.qhc-staff.vocantasonline.com
Login by entering your username (the username
for the computer/email that IT assigns you).
Your password is the same as your
computer/email password.

Set up your contact preferences by entering the
phone number, text number or email address
you want to receive contacts through.
You can check/uncheck the box beside the
contact method which will activate and
deactivate it.

View the quick tips on how to accept a shift and
use the other features you have available in
Vocantas – go to the Staff Scheduling page on
the QHC Intranet under Forms & Reqs.
http://myqhc-intranet/staffing-scheduling.php

Require Assistance?

Please contact Staff Scheduling @ ext. 2791

How To: Add or Change a Phone Number or Email Address
1. In the Contact Card, click the input field for the number or address you wish to
change, delete what is there (if anything), and type in the new number or address.
2. Click the Save button.

**IMPORTANT:
 You must always have a phone number entered for voice calls, even if it is set to
inactive, so that schedulers can reach you manually in case of a system outage.
 After entering a new phone number or email address, make sure you have activated it.

How To: Respond to a shift offer received via text
There are 5 possible responses to text message:
Response

Explanation

Y+reference#

Responding with Y plus the reference number enters your expression of interest
for the offer.

P+reference#
00:00-00:00

Responding with P plus the reference number followed by a time range indicates
that you are available to work during the time range entered on a single shift.

N+reference#

Responding with N plus reference number ignores the shift offer and cancels
previous Y responses (expression of interest) that you may have made.

U+reference#

Responding with U plus the reference number indicates that you do not wish to
be contacted for the remainder of the day. ASC will not contact you again until
after 23:59.

Examples
Express Interest in shift
offer:

Do not contact for rest of
day:

Indicate partial availability
(OPTIONAL):

Ignore shift offer/cancel
expression of interest:

Staffing Orientation FAQ
The staffing office deals with gaps and vacancies within the hospital (mainly nursing units) after the
schedule is posted. We fill voids and holes within the units to ensure that the units are meeting their
baseline numbers.

What counts as overtime?
Any hours you work over your 75 hours will count as overtime. Depending on collective agreement, you
could also be entitled to overtime for staying beyond your shift, missed meal breaks, consecutive
weekends, etc.
How do we know if we are entitled to bid on a shift?
There will be a custom message on the shift callout, that indicates if the shift has been approved at
Overtime (OT), Straight Time (ST), or Consecutive Weekend Overtime (CWOT)
How do we know if we are awarded a shift?
You will receive a message back to indicate that you have been awarded the shift.
How do we know if a shift is still available to bid on?
If the shift is still available in your calendar, the shift is still available to bid on. You can also check the
box that says “notify me when a shift is no longer available” under your preferences on the portal – this
will send you a message when a shift you have bid on has been awarded to someone else or has been
cancelled.
How do we contact the Staffing Office?
In the meantime, it is best to contact us via email @ sstriage@qhc.on.ca. Once we are all back to
working from work, you can reach us at extension 2791.
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